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Of Germs and Borders 

Pathogens without passports 

In some respects, the epidemic of ‘firsts’ discussed in Chapter 1 is mis-
leading. What transpired in the SARS outbreak has frequently happened
in the past – a new pathogenic microbe emerged in humans, spread to
other countries through international trade and travel, caused economic,
political, and social disruption, and revealed weaknesses in, or the non-
existence of, public health capabilities. The great cliché of infectious
disease control – germs do not recognize borders – applies to earlier out-
breaks as equally as it applies to SARS. Public health experts could be
forgiven for experiencing déjà vu as the SARS outbreak unfolded. 

The ‘germs do not recognize borders’ mantra of public health is a
mantra for good reasons. The mantra has a timeless quality because it
applies to the spread of infectious diseases in every time period of
human history. No matter what system of borders existed, germs did
not recognize them. Germs did not recognize the borders of the ancient
Greek city-states, as illustrated by Thucydides’ grim telling of the plague
of Athens during the Peloponnesian War. The borders of great empires
posed no barriers to the spread of pathogenic microbes, as the Roman,
Aztec, Inca, British, and American empires discovered in their respective
historical periods. The Black Death ripped through fourteenth-century
Europe untroubled by feudal borders. Germs of all sorts – bacteria,
viruses, fungi, parasites, and prions – have bypassed the boundaries
created by the modern inter-state system that has dominated world
politics from the seventeenth to the early twenty-first centuries. 

In the same way, the emphasis on the ‘forces of globalization’ in ana-
lyses of emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases in the 1990s
and early 2000s sometimes neglected to recall that the globalization of
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public health was not a new phenomenon. Factors associated with
infectious disease resurgence in the last decade of the twentieth century,
especially the increased speed and volume of international trade and
travel, were key factors in infectious diseases becoming more fearsome
in the nineteenth century. This timeless quality of the ‘germs do not
recognize borders’ mantra perhaps suggests that germ globalization is
permanent while the borders are the transitory phenomena. 

Although virtually all germs have potential to bypass borders, some
germs are more dangerous than others when they do not recognize
borders. In the pantheon of pathogens, these particularly dangerous
microbes have a special place because their pathological profiles mesh
seamlessly with the processes of globalization, especially the movement
of people, goods, and animal and insect vectors through the channels
of global commerce, travel, and migration. The great disease scourges of
human history, such as smallpox, malaria, measles, tuberculosis, plague,
cholera, and yellow fever, have each exploited global trade and travel to
wreak great suffering on humankind. 

Various developments in public health practices (e.g., surveillance
and response) and technologies (e.g., modern water and sanitation sys-
tems, antimicrobial drugs, and vaccines) gradually loosened the deadly
grip each of the great pestilences once possessed. The story of these
achievements could be described as a case of public health globalization
blunting the effects of germ globalization. The germs went global,
followed by successful public health practices and technologies. Public
health’s counter-globalization did not necessarily benefit all segments
of society equally because developing countries generally lagged behind
the developed world in reducing infectious disease morbidity and
mortality. As the Institute of Medicine’s Committee on Emerging
Microbial Threats in the 21st Century observed, ‘[m]ost developing
nations have not shared fully in the public health and technological
advances that have aided in the fight against infectious diseases in the
United States . . . . In developing countries, clean water is scarce; sewage
systems are overwhelmed or nonexistent; the urban metropolis is grow-
ing exponentially as the global market expands and rural agricultural
workers migrate to cities; and economic need, political conflict, and
wars are displacing millions of people and creating growing refugee
populations’ (Institute of Medicine, 2003, p. 27). 

In addition to the higher burden of infectious diseases suffered by the
developing world, the HIV/AIDS pandemic represents a great stain on
twentieth-century public health progress on infectious diseases. From
its origins in the early 1980s, this pandemic has joined the ranks of the
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most devastating plagues in the pantheon of pathogens. At the end of
2002, 42 million people were living with HIV/AIDS; and 27.9 million
people had died from AIDS since the beginning of the pandemic in the
early 1980s (UNAIDS, 2002a, p. 3). UNAIDS (2002b, p. 44) concluded at
the end of 2002 that ‘[t]wenty years after the world first became aware
of AIDS, it is clear that humanity is facing one of the most devasting
epidemics in human history.’ Most of the global burden of HIV/AIDS
falls on developing countries, with nearly 70 per cent of all people
with HIV/AIDS living in sub-Saharan Africa (UNAIDS, 2002a, p. 6).
Ominously, leading HIV/AIDS expert Richard Feachem (2003) argued
that ‘[h]orrifyingly, the worst is still yet to come’ in connection with
the HIV/AIDS pandemic. 

Traditional globalizable public health practices, such as sanitation,
were not helpful against the epidemiology of HIV/AIDS. Counter-
globalization through drugs or vaccines has proved enormously difficult
in the case of effective antiretrovirals. Médecins Sans Frontières’ Campaign
for Access to Essential Medicines argues, for example, that, as of December
2002, only 300 000 HIV-infected people living in the developing world
were receiving antiretroviral treatment, with half of this number living
in only one country, Brazil (Médecins Sans Frontières, 2003a). Efforts to
develop a safe and effective vaccine for HIV have also, to date, not
succeeded, leading to calls for an expanded global AIDS vaccine effort
(Klausner et al., 2003). In light of these public health handicaps, a seam-
less interface with global human mobility meant that HIV/AIDS did not
recognize borders in a particularly devastating way. 

As a germ that also does not recognize borders, SARS represents one of
the most dangerous new pathogens to emerge in the last three decades
(WHO, 2003b, p. 2). The SARS outbreak was the first infectious disease
epidemic since HIV/AIDS to pose a truly global threat. Other microbes
that have emerged in the last 30 years have had limited capacity to
threaten global public health because of inefficient human-to-human
transmission (e.g., avian influenza, Nipah, Hendra, and Hanta viruses),
dependence in part on food or insects as vectors (e.g., Escherichia coli
0157:H7, variant Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease, West Nile and Rift Valley
fevers) or on specific geographical locations (e.g., Neisseria meningitides
W135, Ebola, Marburg, and Crimean–Congo haemorrhagic fevers)
(WHO, 2003b, p. 3). 

In SARS, the world confronted a virus never before found in humans
that was transmitted from person to person, that had a high fatality rate
(around 14–15 per cent but over 50 per cent in persons over age 65),
and against which public health practitioners and clinical physicians
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had neither adequate diagnostic technologies nor effective treatments
or vaccines (WHO, 2003b, pp. 2–3). The last time the world confronted
a virus with this disturbing profile was when HIV emerged in the early
1980s, and HIV triggered one of the worst epidemics in history. 

As bad as HIV/AIDS became, especially for developing countries and
sub-Saharan Africa in particular, public health experts were thankful
that HIV was not transmitted by respiratory means. SARS is, however,
transmitted from person to person by such means, giving SARS an
epidemiological profile well suited to take advantage of the opportunities
globalization offers for microbial traffic. Although SARS is not ‘airborne
HIV’ because the fatality rate of SARS is less than the 100 per cent death
rate from untreated HIV, SARS’ morbidity rate and respiratory route of
transmission brought back bad memories of other global viral killers –
the 1918–19 influenza and smallpox – that wrought havoc upon
humankind. Even though the respiratory transmissibility of SARS was
less robust than influenza or smallpox, this pathogen’s non-recognition
of borders constituted a world-wide public health threat. 

The politics of passports 

Public health experts often chant the ‘germs do not recognize borders’
mantra to make the epidemiological case that countries have to cooperate
in addressing infectious disease threats. This appeal to countries imme-
diately brings those epidemiologically irrelevant borders back into the
picture. Germs have the luxury of existing in a borderless environment.
Humans do not have this luxury. Borders are critical human institutions
because they demarcate the political spaces in which human societies
exist and through which they interact. 

In my wallet, I carry an increasingly dog-eared passport filled with
stamps from government agencies from countries around the world. The
pages of my passport record that I do not live in a borderless world. Unlike
microbes, border authorities regulate me when I cross international
boundaries. The passport itself, and each stamp imprinted in it, is a
statement about the existence and the importance of borders to human
societies. The passport and the stamps it bears also connect to funda-
mental norms of world politics, such as sovereignty, territorial integrity,
international order, and the self-determination of peoples. Historically,
peoples living without borders have often suffered at the hands of those
more powerful. Do not attempt to persuade a Palestinian living in the
West Bank or the Gaza Strip that he or she should not desire an inde-
pendent state because globalization makes borders meaningless. 
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Germs are epidemiological phemenona. Passports are political phe-
nomena. The politics of passports drive how human societies respond
to the threats germs pose. The politics of passports mean that human
responses to pathogenic threats cannot entirely ignore borders and their
consequences in the way microbes do. Understanding why the SARS
outbreak is historic involves comprehending not only the germ but also
the borders the germ did not recognize. The political pathology of SARS
developed in this book is interested in the borders – the political and
governance structures – that SARS did not recognize. 

Like all endeavors undertaken by human societies, public health
reflects larger political structures and forces that shape how and why
societies pursue public health objectives. For example, in the United
States, federalism structures public health governance in a particular
way (Gostin, 2000, pp. 25–59). Federalism creates political borders between
federal and state governments on public health and many other areas.
The Constitution reserves the bulk of public health power to the indi-
vidual states, while granting the federal government the ability to act
on public health through its enumerated powers, such as the authority
to regulate interstate and foreign commerce. Germs no more recognize
these borders than they recognize international borders. Federalism
does not, however, disappear as the primary structuring device for
public health governance in the United States simply because germs do
not recognize the boundaries it creates. 

The Institute of Medicine (1988, p. 1) defined ‘public health’ as ‘what
we, as a society, do collectively to assure the conditions in which people
can be healthy.’ As with most traditional definitions of public health,
the ‘we’ in the Institute of Medicine’s definition – the collective society
at the heart of activity – refers to a single sovereign state. The history of
infectious diseases not recognizing borders demonstrates that the
collective society encompassed by public health activities includes the
community of states, or what international relations scholars call the
‘international society.’ 

As defined by Hedley Bull (1977, p. 13), an international society
‘exists when a group of states, conscious of certain common interests
and common values, form a society in the sense that they conceive
themselves to be bound by a common set of rules in their relations with
one another, and share in the working of common institutions.’ The
start of international diplomacy on infectious disease control in the
mid-nineteenth century and the subsequent development of inter-
national treaties on infectious disease control and international health
organizations indicate that sovereign states formulated infectious
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disease control as a common interest and value and pursued this goal
by creating and operating common rules and institutions. The existing
political structure of international politics adjusted to the emergence of
infectious diseases as a diplomatic problem, as opposed to the rise of the
germs transforming the political structure of international relations. 

As with federalism’s impact on public health governance in the
United States, the underlying political distribution of jurisdiction and
competency among sovereign states creates another structural context
for infectious disease governance dependent on the existence of
borders, both territorial and political. Although germs do not recognize
borders, boundaries between countries remain central to the process of
structuring political responses to infectious disease threats. As explained
in Chapter 3, principles derived from the general structure and dynamics
of inter-state relations determined how and why countries engaged in
governance activities on infectious diseases from the mid-nineteenth
century. 

Pathogens within politics 

The effort in this book to analyze the political pathology of SARS
contains the message that responses to pathogenic microbes are deeply
political. In earlier work, I attempted to analyze the reality of pathogens
within politics through the lens of what I called microbialpolitik – the
international politics of infectious disease control (Fidler, 1998; Fidler,
1999; Fidler, 2001a). The political pathology of SARS explored in this
book is a new and exciting chapter for microbialpolitik because of the
way this outbreak reflected and accelerated changes in how pathogenic
threats would be handled politically by states and other actors in inter-
national relations. 

These changes are particularly important for microbialpolitik because,
in many respects, the phenomenon of pathogens within politics has
been fertile on the pathogens’ side but static, or even stagnant, polit-
ically. When HIV/AIDS and other pathogens emerged and spread during
the last 30 years of the twentieth century, the governance tools and
approaches for responding to these challenges remained essentially the
same as those first used in the mid-nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries when infectious diseases first became a subject for diplomacy.
Improvements in national public health capabilities and the develop-
ment of antimicrobial drug and vaccine technologies fit into the trad-
itional governance framework without causing structural stress. Progress
against infectious diseases was recorded by many countries, particularly
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developed countries, during most of the twentieth century, suggesting
that the traditional structure of microbialpolitik was not entirely dys-
functional. The global triumph of smallpox eradication in the late 1970s
also indicated that public health could take significant strides without
challenging the underlying structure of international politics. 

These observations do not suggest that all was well with the traditional
pursuit of ‘international health cooperation’ in the period before emer-
ging and re-emerging infectious diseases took center stage in the 1990s.
Some new political and governance notions appeared, such as the human
right to health (WHO, 1948, Preamble; International Covenant on
Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights, 1966, Article 12), which involved
re-thinking infectious disease politics at the international level. The
continuing and sometimes growing disparities between health in the
developed and developing worlds created tension and dissatisfaction, as
revealed by the World Health Organization’s Health for All initiative
at the end of the 1970s (Declaration of Alma Ata, 1978). More broadly,
some experts, such as Charles Pannenborg (1979, pp. 342–91), called for
a ‘New International Health Order’ in which developed countries would
bear more political, economic, and legal responsibilities for raising
health standards in the developing world. 

Rhetoric on the human right to health, Health for All activism, and
demands for a New International Health Order did not, however, effect
any changes in the structure and dynamics of microbialpolitik by the
beginning of the 1990s. But, in the last decade of the twentieth century,
the traditional governance framework experienced enormous pressure
and stress from the resurgence of infectious diseases and other global
public health problems. The World Health Organization came under
considerable criticism for presiding over global public health calamities,
including HIV/AIDS (Fidler, 2000, pp. 109–10). Emerging and re-emerging
infectious diseases destroyed systemic complacency on pathogenic
microbes the existing governance structure of international health never
overcame. The only international legal rules on infectious disease control
binding on WHO member states – the International Health Regulations
(IHR) – only addressed the same three diseases (cholera, plague, and
yellow fever) (IHR, 1969, Article 1) discussed at the first international
sanitary conference in 1851 (Goodman, 1971, p. 46). Experts identified
intergovernmental actors, such as the World Bank and the World Trade
Organization, and non-state actors (e.g., multinational corporations
and non-governmental organizations) as growing influences on the
substance of international public health policies (Fidler, 2000, pp. 72–83).
The processes of globalization increasingly became the target of analyses
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of the growing threat posed by infectious diseases (Institute of Medicine,
1992; US CDC, 1994; CISET, 1995; Garrett, 1995; Fidler, 1996; WHO,
1996; Fidler, 1997a; Fidler, 1997b; Yach and Bettcher, 1998). 

Rather than politics rendering pathogens less threatening to human
societies, microbes were making the deeply grooved patterns of inter-
national governance on infectious diseases increasingly irrelevant to
creating the conditions in which states and their peoples could be more
secure against microbial threats. In the face of this crisis in microbialpolitik,
the world needed a political and governance renaissance. The next two
chapters examine the path public health began to travel in an effort to
create a political response worthy of humanity’s powerful pathogenic
antagonists.


